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With the recent
shootings,
threats, and

violence in U.S. schools,
parents are asking, “Could
my child do something like that?”
There is no simple, foolproof way to
ensure that a child won’t hurt himself
or others, but one way parents can
reduce the likelihood of such acts is to
improve communication between
themselves and their children. Here are
some suggestions for doing just that:

1. Take time to listen.
Your day is busy, and chores or social
events beckon, but take time to listen
when you are approached. Put down
the newspaper, turn off the TV, and
listen. If you absolutely cannot drop
what you are doing, say something like,
“I really want to hear about that, but
right now I have to pick up your sister.
Can we talk when I get back?” And be
sure that when you do have your talk,
your child does most of the talking.
Too many parents confuse having a
talk with giving a lecture. Listen, really
listen, to what your child is trying to
tell you.

2. Take what your child says seri-
ously.
When your child tells you about a
problem, do you say, “It’ll pass, just be
patient,” or “Everyone feels like that
sometimes,” or “You’ll outgrow it,” or
“That’s just life,” or “I wish I had your
troubles?” If so, you are telling her
that you do not think the issue is seri-
ous. What may seem like a molehill to
you, may be a mountain to her. Instead
of minimizing a child’s problems, show

that
you

under-
stand that

the pain is real. A
comment such as, “That must have
made you feel lousy,” lets the child
know you recognize the seriousness of
the problem. This does not mean you
cannot help a son or daughter put
things in perspective (a pimple that
appears on the eve of an important
date is not on a par with being HIV
positive), but first acknowledge the
reality of the problem.

3. Reveal something of your own
problems and failings.
Letting your children know a little
about your own problems may encour-
age them to share their problems with
you. Saying something like, “Boy, did I
have a tough day. Three people jumped
on my butt at work at the same time!”
may make you seem more human.
However, it is probably not a good
idea to regale a child with stories of
the trouble you got into when you
were young: Remember that kids tend
to imitate their parents.

4. Don’t punish your child for
telling you things.
A major reason that children do not
communicate freely with adults is that
adults often punish them for doing so.
Often, this is unintentional and subtle.
For example:

Parent: What did you do after school today? 
Son: We went to Brad’s and shot baskets. 
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We’re excited to bring you this inaugural issue of Living &
Learning: Effective Strategies for Behavior Change. We hope you find
it not only interesting but useful and informative enough to

pass on to your colleagues and friends. Please contact us if you would
like additional copies to distribute! 

Many of the problems that face our society today, such as illitera-
cy, child neglect, drug and alcohol abuse, obesity, violent crime, soaring
health care costs, and the crisis in education, have one thing in common:
They are problems caused in part by what people do and how they do it-
that is, they are problems of human behavior. In each of these problem
areas, the solutions often lie in helping people change the way they
behave.

Decades of behavioral research has led to a better understanding
of how people learn and how behavior is maintained and changed. This
research has led to development of a wide variety of practical approach-
es to managing and changing behavior in the home, school, and work-
place. Unfortunately, these approaches and methods have not been wide-
ly adopted, in part because people don’t know they exist. Yet those who
work to improve the lives of children and adults could be significantly
more effective in their efforts if they used these research-based methods.

With Living & Learning, we hope to be able to reach people who
could benefit from this knowledge. We hope to draw interested people to
other information resources available at www.behavior.org. Our aim is to
empower caring people to become more effective in solving society’s
problems.

Betsy J. Constantine, Ph.D.
Executive Director, Cambridge Center for Behavioral Studies

Living & Learning 
Effective Strategies for Behavior Change

A Letter from the Director

Why Behavior Change?
Why do we talk about effective strategies for behavior change?  In
our everyday language we usually speak of behavior when we are
pointing out poor or undesirable behavior. But we are behaving all
the time. Behavior analysts see changing behavior as not just
unlearning or getting rid of undesirable behaviors, but also as
developing positive behavior as part of the learning process. The
development of any new skill is a change in behavior. Most would
agree that such a change is a positive thing.
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Parent: But just last night you were com-
plaining about how much homework you
have! 

-or-
Parent: How was the movie? 
Daughter: It was gross -- after 30 min-
utes we left and went to Sylvia’s. 
Parent: Were her parents at home? 

The parent’s response in each case
may seem perfectly innocent, but
notice that the parent is really criti-
cizing what the child said. Of
course, sometimes the criticism is
far less subtle, as when a parent
says,“I’ve told you not to hang out
with that bum!” If we punish chil-
dren for telling us things, we should
not be surprised when they clam up.
Not criticizing a child for telling you
things isn’t the same as approving of
everything he says. You can make it
clear that you disapprove of an act,
but also make it clear that you
appreciate his trust and willingness
to discuss it. You might say, “I’m
glad you’re willing to discuss this,
even though you know I worry
about your smoking dope.” Ask
how it happened. Maybe you will
get some useful information. If he
says, “Well, Brad and Ken started. I
didn’t want to, but they kept bug-
ging me, telling me I was chicken,
saying I was a dork, that everybody
does it, and making me feel dumb.”
Now you know he is having trouble
resisting peer pressure, and you may
be able to help. Try being sympa-
thetic without approving of the out-
come: “It’s tough to resist when all
your friends get on you like that.”

5. Stress your feelings about an
act, rather than its illegality or
immorality.
If a child admits to an action you
cannot approve, stress your concern
about the child’s well being. “I
worry about your being where peo-
ple drink” is better than, “It is illegal
for minors to drink” or, “If you

keep this up you’re going straight to
Hell.” When you explain why you
worry, you can bring in legality and
morality, but by emphasizing your
concern, you show your love and
avoid sounding pedantic.
Improving communication between
yourself and your children won’t
prevent all problems. Your child
may still use drugs, drive too fast,
and ditch school. But if you and
your child talk on a regular basis,
the chances are good that the
problems will be manageable.
If all parents and their kids
talked, really talked, there
might never be another
Littleton.
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One of the central terms in behavior
analysis is positive reinforcement. At
its most basic level, positive reinforce-
ment refers to the process in which a
particular behavior is strengthened as
a result of a reinforcing event that
occurs as a consequence of that
behavior. Positive reinforcement is
used most commonly to increase or
encourage desired behavior.

Where might we see the
operation of positive reinforcement in
everyday life? Let's look at a child and
her parents. Every time she looks at
her parents and smiles at them both
parents in turn pay attention to her,
hold her, praise her for making eye
contact and forming such a cute smile
on her face. Their smiles and praise
follow their daughter’s behavior of
making eye contact and smiling. You
can be reasonably sure that if the par-
ents continue to pay attention to and
provide positive social consequences
for their daughter's social behavior, it
will indeed increase. If it does, we can
say that the parents are employing
positive reinforcement to encourage
their child's smiling and making eye
contact. What a wonderful way to
interact with a child and help the child
develop learn how to appropriately
interact with others!

Many things can be positive

reinforcers, including consumables
(for example, food, drinks), activities
(for example, a favorite game), objects
that can be manipulated, things we
can possess, and social reinforcers
which range from being with some-
one to physical affection. Some rein-
forcers, such as food and warmth,
which are naturally desirable, are
called primary reinforcers. Other
things, such as money, are called con-
ditioned reinforcers, because they
come to function as reinforcers them-
selves when they have been paired
with a primary reinforcer (you can
exchange those green pieces of paper
with the pictures of dead Presidents
on them for a variety of primary rein-
forcers).

An event or object can be
said to be a positive reinforcer, how-
ever, only if we see that the behavior
immediately preceding it has actually
strengthened—increased in frequency,
rate, duration, or intensity.

Effective approaches to par-
enting, teaching, and other guidance
tend to emphasize systematic use of
positive consequences—positive rein-
forcement—to shape new and more
adaptive behavior. Positive reinforce-
ment is the “magic” that leads to
healthier, happier lives.

POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT
Joseph J. Plaud, Ph.D.

Howard N. Sloane, Ph.D. is
Chair of the Cambridge Center
for Behavioral Studies’ Board
of Trustees, Professor
Emeritus from Utah State, and
the author of The Good Kid
Book: How to Solve the 16 Most
Common Behavior Problems.

A more complete text of Dr.
Sloane’s article, with even more
helpful advice, is located in the 

Parenting section
of www.behavior.org
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“Thou shalt not kill”—the
most fundamental of
commandments—may be

based on an innate resistance to
killing another person. This resist-
ance appears in soldiers as well as
civilians: For example, in World War
II, only 15-20% of US infantrymen
actually fired their rifles in combat,
and many of those aimed high. But
in Vietnam, the “firing ratio”—the
percentage of soldiers who actually
shot at someone–increased to about
90%. What happened between those
wars? 

According to Lt. Col. Dave
Grossman, whose book On Killing
(Little Brown, 1995) prompted this
essay, the Army developed new
training procedures that mimic
combat. A recruit crouches in
a foxhole, rifle at the ready,
and shoots at man-shaped tar-
gets clothed in olive drab that
pop up randomly in the “battle-
field.” Some of them move; some
have concealed jugs of red paint.
When a target is shot, it falls over
and the red paint flows. This
“quick-kill” exercise is repeated
again and again, under a variety of
different conditions, with rewards in
the form of praise, public recogni-
tion, badges, and weekend passes
for recruits who do especially well.
And nearly all of them do well.

Their training carries over to
actual combat. Grossman quotes a
Vietnam veteran: “Two shots. Bam-
bam. Just like we had been trained
in ‘quick kill.’ When I killed, I did it
just like that. Just like I’d been
trained. Without thinking.” This vet-
eran, and thousands of others, have
to live with the tragic fact that they
violated the most fundamental
human commandment mindlessly,
as a result of their training.

We can understand their

training in terms of principles
developed by the science of behav-
ior, but this does not indict behavior
science as a servant of military vio-
lence. Scientific principles are just
there, like gravity, to be applied
deliberately or inadvertently. You
can’t really object to gravity, but you
can learn how it works - and if you
object to organized killing, as I do,
it would be worthwhile to under-
stand the principles that underlie it.

The basic unit of behavior
analysis involves three terms: the sit-
uation, the response, and its conse-
quences. During training, the imme-
diate situation is being in a foxhole
with

targets popping up, and the feel of
a rifle in hand; the response is aim-
ing the rifle and shooting the tar-
gets; and the consequences include
the immediate “kills” and the subse-
quent rewards. But there is another
crucial aspect of the environment:
The entire military training situa-
tion, which instills obedience to
orders and authorizes controlled,
directed violence. Repeated training
in situations that mimic combat and
with consequences that reward
accurate shooting virtually guaran-
tees that soldiers will shoot to kill
when authorized by their command-
ers and confronted with human tar-
gets, even when they are terrified by
the noise and confusion and con-
stant danger of real combat.

The underlying process is
known as behavioral momentum,

according to which previously
learned patterns of action tend to
continue in the face of severe chal-
lenges because of a history of fre-
quent reward in similar situations.
Usually, the momentum of learned
behavior is valuable for the individ-
ual and society, as when an emer-
gency medical technician uses life-
saving skills learned during training
to save a life under the stress of a
real emergency. But it can also have
tragic consequences, as in the mas-
sacre at My Lai, Vietnam where
training in the use of weapons and
obedience to orders led soldiers to
shoot old men, women, and chil-
dren. Whether valuable or not, the
behavior in question becomes

obligatory: If training included
frequent rewards for repeat-
ed responding in a given sit-
uation, a similar situation
will produce the trained

response.
The dependence of

responding on situational similarity
is important. For example, very few
veterans of infantry training go
around shooting people on the
streets after returning to civilian life.
The reason is that a trainee’s learn-
ing was specific to the military situa-
tion, where strict obedience to
orders is instilled and unauthorized
action is severely punished. Firing at
a target—or, in combat, killing
another person—is specifically
authorized by a commander’s
orders. In other words, military
training produces controlled killing.

Are the recent episodes of
killing by school children related to
military training techniques? Lots of
children are taught to fire real guns
during target practice or hunting
trips, with adult approval for hitting
bullseyes or animals; and in some
video games a child holds a simulat-

Learning to Kill
John A. Nevin, Ph.D.

Are the recent episodes
of killing by school children
related to military training 

techniques?
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ed weapon and “fires” at human-
shaped targets on a screen, where
bloody chunks fly off after hits. The
situation, confronting a target while
holding a weapon, the response of
aiming and firing, and the conse-
quences of feedback and approval
are similar to those arranged in mili-
tary training. There is at least one
important difference, however:
Unless parents act like army officers
and allow children to shoot only
under strict orders with severe
penalties for unauthorized firing,
even in target practice and video
games, the specific authorization to
shoot and kill that controls and
directs military violence is missing.

Many people have agonized

over how children in their own fam-
ilies and communities could become
killers, and many of their questions
remain to be answered. One ques-
tion, suggested by the argument
above, is whether a child had been
allowed to shoot and was rewarded
for doing so in the absence of strict
control. I don’t know the answer,
but this can be said for certain: The
killings wouldn’t have happened if
the killer hadn’t had access to a gun.
To prevent killing, don’t own a gun.
If you must own a gun, keep it
securely locked away. And if you
teach a child to shoot, make sure
that each shot is fired only when an
adult gives the order.

Our website, www.behavior.org, is divided into
topic sections for easy navigation–—Autism,
Behavioral Safety, Education, Everyday Life,
Parenting, Performance Management, Pets and
Animals, and Verbal Behavior. In each Web Watch
column we will highlight the resources offered in one
of these sections of www.behavior.org.

The EDUCATION section at www.behavior.org 
offers
● an overview of effective behavioral tech-

niques that work in education such as  Direct
Instruction, and Precision Teaching

● resources on what works in the classroom for
parents, teachers, school administrators, and any-
one concerned with quality education

● online articles such as the one by Carl Binder
and Cathy L. Watkins entitled “Precision
Teaching and Direct Instruction: Measurably

superior instructional technology in schools.”

● links to other sites for additional information on
effective educational approaches. Currently in
our education links you will find  William
Raspberry’s column, “They Never Learn” pub-
lished in The Washington Post on May 12, 2000.
Mr. Raspberry ponders “why...so many of our
schools [are] still mired in unsuccessful practices,
seemingly oblivious to the demonstrated success
of their similarly situated colleagues? Don’t they
want to succeed?”

We have made efforts to make books recommended
by our advisors available in the CCBS Online Store.
Some books currently available on this subject:
Teach Your Children Well: A Solution to Some of North

America’s Educational Practices by Michael Maloney
What Works in Education, Edited by Judith Crandall,

John Jacobson and Howard Sloane
Project Follow Through: A Case Study of Contingencies

Influencing Instructional Practices of the Educational
Establishment, by Cathy Watkins

Keys to Classroom Management and Behind the Schoolhouse
Door: Eight Skills Every Teacher Shoule Have, by
Glenn I. Latham 
(see article by Dr. Latham on page 6)

If you are interested in quality educational practices,
www.behavior.org/education is well worth a visit!
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John A. Nevin is Professor
Emeritus at the University of
New Hampshire in Durham.
He is best known for his experi-
mental research on behavioral
momentum. Discover Magazine
has produced a television docu-
mentary entitled "Born to Kill"
that deals in part with the topic
of this essay. It includes com-
mentary by Lt. Col. Grossman
and describes current military
training practices in relation to
basic principles of behavior.
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Over the years I have
observed students and
teachers in hundreds of

classrooms. One thing I’ve noticed
is that there is a tremendous range
in the general demeanor of stu-
dents. In some classrooms the stu-
dents are well mannered, cheerful,
and hard working; in others, stu-
dents from the same socioeconomic
background are rude, sullen, and
lazy. What causes this difference?
There may be many contributing
factors, but I believe the major one
may be the ratio of positive to neg-
ative interactions between the
teacher and student: The higher this
“P/N” ratio, the better the atmos-
phere of the classroom, the better
the students behave, and the more
they learn.

Some teachers typically interact with
students in negative ways: criticizing
a student’s poor posture, pointing
out mistakes, making sarcastic
remarks about inappropriate social
behavior, frowning to show disap-
proval, and so on. Often these
teachers consider it their job to
point out where the students have
gone wrong. “You learn from your
mistakes,” seems to be their mantra.
Other teachers typically interact

with students in positive ways: com-
plimenting a student’s good posture,
pointing out successes, making flat-
tering remarks about appropriate
social behavior, smiling to show
approval, and so on. These
teachers take the view
that “Success is the
best teacher.”

I have found that
these two class-
room “manage-
ment styles” consis-
tently correlate with dif-
ferences in student behavior.
My research revealed that in class-
rooms where students were on task,
attending, following instructions,
and participating appropriately, the
ratio of positive to negative interac-
tions between teachers and students
was eight to one. These teachers
were saying pleasant, positive,
encouraging things to their students
or they were smiling, touching, and
gesturing in pleasant ways eight
times for every one time that they
criticized, frowned, or the like.

This ratio of positive to negative
interactions is similar to the ratio
reported by Betty Hart and Todd
Risley in their marvelous book,

Meaningful Differences in the
Everyday Experience of Young
American Children. They stud-
ied the comments of parents
toward their preschool chil-
dren and found that in homes
that produced the most suc-
cessful children, the parents
gave their children positive
feedback every other minute.
On average, children in these
families experienced a ratio of
six positive comments for
every one negative comment.
Hart and Risley note that the

ratio of positive to negative verbal
interactions between parents and
their children have life-long implica-
tions that go well beyond anything
conventional wisdom would predict.

I believe the same thing may
be said about teacher-

student interac-
tions.

A few years ago
I was asked to

help a school dis-
trict reduce the

alarming referral of
“high risk” students from

regular education to special educa-
tion. The community being served
was in an area heavily populated by
working class homes with an inordi-
nate amount of substance abuse,
child and spouse abuse, and other
social problems. Hence, the children
from these homes came to school
carrying a lot of emotional baggage.
Perhaps partly as a result of these
conditions, 80% of the children
were in special education and had
labels such as behaviorally dis-
turbed, ADD/ADHD, learning dis-
abled, and emotionally maladjusted.

During my observations in the regu-
lar education classrooms, I found
that the average P/N ratio was one
to four. In other words, teachers
typically interacted with students in
negative ways four times as often as
they interacted in positive ways.
During the summer, I taught these
teachers to be more positive (to
smile, make pleasant comments,
touch gently, make kind gestures)
and to avoid scolding, criticizing,
and making sarcastic remarks. The
results were dramatic: The following
school year, teachers and their aides
were averaging 167 positive interac-
tions per class period and only four
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Management Styles in the Classroom
Glenn I. Latham, Ed.D.

“...there is a
tremendous range in the
general demeanor of stu-
dents...What causes this

difference?”
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negative interactions-- a P/N ratio
of 42 to one! Increasing the P/N
ratio had a marked effect on the
emotional tone of the classrooms
and greatly improved the success
rates of the students. During that
year, only 11% of these “high risk”
students were placed in special edu-
cation. When the P/N ratio was
low, 80% of students were thought
to need special education classes;
when the P/N ratio was high, only
11% were thought to need these
classes.

I recently completed two days of in-
service training for teachers during
which special emphasis was placed
on increasing the ratio of positive to
negative interactions to at least eight
to one. After the workshop, an
appreciative teacher left me a note.
It read, “What a superb suggestion!
I work in a toxic school climate
where the main discipline technique,
as mandated by our principal, is to

‘hammer the students.’ I find your
suggestion to be extremely critical,
and validating of how to manage
my classroom! Amen.”

Indeed, Amen! 
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EIGHT SKILLS EVERY TEACHER SHOULD HAVE:
Skill #1  The ability to teach expectations
Skill #2  The ability to get and keep students on task
Skill #3  The ability to maintain a high rate of positive teacher-to-pupil interaticons
Skill #4  The ability to respond noncoercively to inappropriate behavior that is consequential
Skill #5  The ability to maintain a high rate of risk-free student response opportunities
Skill #6  The ability to serve problem-behavior students in the primary learning environment 
Skill #7  The ability to avoid being trapped*
Skill #8  The ability to manage behavior scientifically

*EIGHT MOST COMMON TRAPS:
Trap #1  The Criticism Trap: finding fault
Trap #2  The Arguing Trap: trying to convince students that the teacher is right and the students are wrong
Trap #3  The Logic Trap: trying to reason with students in an attempt to improve their behavior/performance
Trap #4  The Questioning Trap: asking students why they misbehave
Trap #5  The Sarcasm Trap: making fun/of a student through ridicule
Trap #6  The Despair/pleading Trap: portraying a sense of hopelessness
Trap #7  TheThreat Trap: warning students of some hostile act by the teacher if the student doesn’t behave

better—quick!
Trap #8  The Force Trap: hitting or shouting at students to make them behave

&

Adapted from: Latham, G. I. (1977). Behind the Schoolhouse Door: Eight Skills Every Teacher Should Have. Logan, UT: Mountain Plain Regional Resource Center, Utah State University, and
Latham, G. I. (1998). Keys to Classroom Management. Logan, UT: Mountain Plain Regional Resource Center, Utah State University.
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